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CONGRESSIONAL
consideration
of revisions
in the old-age, survivors,
and disability
insurance
program has always included careful study of the
cost aspects.
In the 1950 amendments,
Congress
stated its intention
that the program
be completely self-supporting
from the contributions
of
covered individuals
and employers,
and accordingly it repealed the provision
permitting
appropriations
to the system from general revenues of
the Treasury.
All major amendments since then,
including those of 1960,l have indicated congressional conviction
that the tax schedule should
make the program
as nearly self-supporting
as
can be foreseen-that
is, actuarially
sound.
The test of actuarial soundness differs considerably for old-age, survivors,
and disability
insurance and for private
pension plans though
there are certain points of similarity.
The chief
difference is in t,he application
of the concept of
“unfunded
accrued liability.”
In general, a private plan that has been functioning
for a number of years must have sufficient funds on hand
to pay off all accrued liabilities
if operations
should be terminated.
For a national compulsory
social insurance program, which can be presumed
to continue indefinitely
into the future, the test
is whether the expected future income from contributions
and interest on invested assets will meet
anticipated
expenditures
for benefits and administration.
The intent that the program
be selfsupporting
can be expressed in law by a contribution schedule that, according to intermediate-cost
estimates, will bring the program into balance, or
approximate
balance, though future experience
may be expected to vary from current estimates.

ACTUARIAL

BALANCE

IN

PAST

YEARS

Estimates
of the actuarial balance that would
develop under the 1952 act were virtually
the
* Chief Actuary,
1 For a summary
30

Social Security Administration.
of the amendments, see pages 3-29.
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same as those for the 1950 act; the effect of the
rise in earnings levels in the intervening period
was believed to about offse,t the increased cost resulting from the benefit liberalization.
Cost estimates made in 1954 indicated that the levelpremium cost (the average long-range cost, based
on discounting at interest, in relation to payroll)
of benefit disbursements and administrative expenses was somewhat more than 0.5 percent of
payroll higher than the level-premium equivalent
of the scheduled taxes (including allowance for
interest on the existing trust fund).
The contribution schedule in the 1954 amendments met
all the additional cost of the benefit changes and
at the same time reduced substantially the actuarial insufficiency that the current estimates had
indicated in the financing of the 1952 provisions.
In 1956 the estimates for the 1954 act were revised to take into account the rise in the earnings
level since 1951 and 1952-the e-year period used
as the basis for the 1954 estimates. The benefit
changes made by the 1956 amendments were fully
financed by the increased contribution
income
provided, and the program’s actuarial balance
was unaffected.
Cost estimates made in early 1958 indicated
that the program was out of actuarial balance by
somewhat more than 0.4 percent of payroll.
The
large number of retirements among the groups
newly covered by t,he 1954 and 1956 legislation
had resulted in higher benefit expenditures than
those estimated, and the average retirement age
had dropped significantly.
The 1958 law accordingly provided additional financing for the program, both to reduce the lack of actuarial balance
and to finance certain benefit liberalizations.
The revised cost estimates made in 1958 for the
disability insurance program contained certain
modified assumptions that recognized the emerging experience under that program. As a result,
the moderate actuarial surplus originally
estimated was increased somewhat.
At the beginning of 1960, the cost estimates for
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the old-age, survivors,
and disability
insurance
program \reie reexamined and modified in certain
respects.
The earnings assumption
was changed
to reflect the 1959 level, and the assumptions
for
the disability
insurance portion of the program
were revised on the basis of newly available data
on the operation of the disability
provisions.
The
data showed that the number of persons meeting
the insured-status
requirements
for disability
benefits had been significantly
overestimated
and
that the disability
experience with respect to eligible women was considerably
lower than the
original
estimat,e, although
the experience
for
men was close to the intermediate
estimate.
The Committee
on Ways and Means of the
House of Representatives
stated in its report t on
the 1960 legislation that it believes it a matter of
concern if either portion of the program
shows
any significant
actuarial insufficiency-more
than
0.25 percent of payroll for old-age and survivors
insurance
and 0.05 percent for disability
insurance. Whenever
the actuarial
insufficiency
has
exceeded these limits in the past,, any subsequent
liberalizations
in benefits were fully financed by
changes in the tax schedule or through
ot,her
methods, and at the same time the actuarial status
of the program was improved.
The changes made
by the 1960 amendments
are in conformity
with
these principles.

BASIC

ASSUMPTIONS

FOR COST ESTIMATES

Benefit disbursements
may be expected to increase continuously
for at least the next 50-70
years because of factors, such as the aging of the
population and the slow but steady growth of the
benefit rolls, that are inherent in any retirement
program
in operation
for a relatively
short period.
Estimates
of the future costs of the oldilge, survivors,
and disability
insurance program,
however, are affected by many other factors di5cult to determine.
Accordingly,
the assumptions
used in the actuarial
cost est,imates may differ
widely and yet be reasonable.
The long-term cost estimates are presented in a
range to indicate the plausible variation in future
costs. Both the low- and high-cost, estimates are
based on high economic assumptions,
intended to
represent
almost full employment
mit,h average
’ H. Rept 1799, 86th Gong., 2d sess.
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amlual earnings at about the 1959 level. Intermediate estimates, developed by averaging the
low- and high-cost estimates, indicate the basis
for the financing provisions.
In general, the costs are shown as percentages
of covered payroll-the
best measure of the program% financial cost. Dollar figures taken alone
A higher earnings level, for
are misleading.
example, will raise not only the outgo but also
and to a greater extent the income of the program. As a result, the cost in relation to payroll
will decline.
For the short-range costs (for the years 196065)) only a single estimate is necessary. It is assumed that the earnings level will rise gradually,
paralleling the increase of the past few years. As
a result, contribution income is somewhat higher
than if level earnings were assumed, and benefit
outgo is only slightly affected.
The level-premium contribution rate required
t,o support the program into perpetuity, based on
discounting at interest, is an important measure
of long-range cost. It is assumed that benefit
payments and taxable payrolls remain level after
the year 2050. If a level rate based on this assumption were adopted, relatively large accumulations in the old-age and survivors insurance
trust fund would result, and consequently sizable
eventual income from interest. Even though such
a method of financing is not followed, the concept
may nevertheless be used as a convenient measure
of long-range costs. This is a valuable cost concept, especially in comparing various alt,ernative
proposals, since it takes into account the heavy
deferred benefit costs.
The long-range cost estimates have not taken
into account the possibility of a rise in earnings
levels, although such a rise has been characteristic
of the past. If such an assumption were used,
along with the unlikely assumption that the benefits would nevertheless not be changed, the cost in
relation to payroll would be lower. If benefits
are adjusted to keep pace with rising earnings
trends, the year-by-year costs as a percentage of
p~~yroll would be unaffected. The level-premium
cost, however, would be higher, since the relative
importance of the interest receipts of the trust
funds xvould gradually diminish with the passage
of time. If earnings do consistently rise, the
financing basis of the program will have to be
thoroughly considered because the interest receipts will then meet a smaller proportion of the
31

benefit costs than would be anticipated
if the
earnings level had not risen.
Amendments
made in 1951 to the Railroad Retirement Act affect old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance costs. Under. these amendments,
railroad retirement
compensation
and any earnings covered by the Social Security Act are combined in determining
benefits for those with less
than 10 years of railroad
service and for all
survivor
cases,
Under
the financial
interchange
provisions
established at the same time, the old-age and survivors
insurance. trust fund and the disability
insurance trust fund are to be maintained
in the
same financial position in which they would have
been if railroad
employment
had always
been
covered.
It is estimated that in the long run the
net effect of these provisions
will be a relatively
small loss to the old-age, survivors,
and disability
insurance
program,
since the reimbursements
from the railroad retirement
system will be somewhat, smaller than the net additional benefits paid
on the basis of, railroad earnings.
The financing of old-age, survivors,
and disability insurance is also affected by the 1956 legislation that provided for reimbursement
from general revenues for past and future expenditures
wit,h respect to the noncontributory
credits that
had been granted for persons in military
service
before 1957. The cost estimates presented here
reflect t,he effect of these reimbursements
(included as contributions),
based on the assumption
t-hat the required appropriations
will be made in
1961 and later years.

RESULTS OF INTERMEDIATE-COST
ESTIMATES
The long-range
intermediate-cost
estimates are
developed from the low- and high-cost
estimates
by averaging
them (using the dollar estimates
and developing therefrom
the corresponding
estimates related to payroll).
The intermediate-cost
figures presented are not the most probable estimate but a convenient and readily available single set of figures to use for comparative
purposes.
A single estimate is necessary in the development of a tax schedule intended to make the system self-supporting.
Any specific schedule will
necessarily be somewhat different from what will
actually be required to obtain exact balance be32

tween contributions
and benefits. Such a schedule,
however,
does make the intention
specific, even
though it may develop from actual experience
t,hat future changes may be necessary.
Likewise,
exact self-support
cannot be obtained from a
specific set of integral or rounded fractional
tax
rates increasing
in orderly
intervals,
but the
principle
of self-support
should be aimed at as
closely as possible.
The schedule for contributions
and the annual
maximum earnings base ($4,800) to which these
tas r&es are applied are unchanged by the 1960
amendments.
The schedules are as follows :
[Percmtl
-i

Calendar

year

__---Employee
rate (same
for emPlOYN

I-

I I

“$yO’
employed

lQwtg2--..--.-...--_-------------------------lQfi3-65-------.-..------------------------.---lQffi-68..--.--_.-----------------.------------196'2 and thereafter-.
___________._____-_______

The 1960 amendments revised the basis for determining
the interest rate on public-debt obligaCons issued for purchase by the trust funds (special issues), which constitute
a major portion of
the investments
of the trust funds.s
This change
will have the immediate effect of gradually
increasing the interest, income of the trust funds.
The ultimate effect will probably be only a slight
increase in interest income since, over the long
run, the market
rates and the coupon rates on
long-term
Government
obligations
tend to be
about the same.
The gain in the immediate future and the small,
possible long-run
advantage of the new interest
basis are reflected in the cost, estimates for the
1960 amendments by using a level interest rate of
3.02 percent for the level-premium
calculations.
This rate is the overall equivalent of the varying
interest rates, developed on a year-by-year
basis,
used in the development
of the progress of the
trust funds.
These varying
interest rates have
been estimated from the existing maturity
schedule of special issues and from assumed average
market
rates on long-term
Government
obligations, running from their present level of about
4 percent down to about 3 percent ultimately.
The interest rate used in the cost estimates for the
*See page 23 of this issue for a description
revision.

of the
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1958 act was 3 percent (except
.
- that in developing
- the progress of the trust funds a slightly lower
rate was used for the first few years).
The 1960 amendments will increase the lack of
actuarial balance of the old-age and survivors
insurance system from 0.20 to 0.24 percent of payroll (table 1). The disability insurance system
will have a lack of actuarial balance of 0.06 percent of payroll under the amendments, compared
with the 0.15percent actuarial surplus under the
1958 provisions. The effect of the amendments
on the combined old-age, survivors, and disability
insurance system will be an actuarial deficit of
0.30 percent of payroll, which is well within the
margin of variation possible in actuarial cost estimates and which is about the same as has generally prevailed in the past when the system has
been considered to be in substantial actuarial balance. If the cost estimates had been based on an
interest rate higher than 3.02 percent, the lack of
actuarial balance would have been considerably
less than 0.30 percent of payroll.
In fact, if an

”

fliote-cost

e&in&e

”

Level-premium

equivalent

1

Legislation

old-age,
1950act.--.-...-..-.--...
1952act-----.--.-------..
1952nct----.-----.---.--.
1954 act-.---..-.--------.
1954act ________-_-_____
1956nct-_------.---.--.-.
1956act---.-_----.-...-..
1958sct--.-._----..-----.
1953sct-.-....-.-...-.-..
19BOsct-....-.--.-------.

survivors,

and disability

insurance’
--:J;
--.57

_.

ZE
-.I3
-.42
-.24
-.Od
-.30
Old-age

and survivors

insurance

4

interest rate of 31/z percent had been hypothesized, the cost estimates would show no actuarial
deficit.
Table 2 traces the change in the actuarial balance of the program from its situation under the
1958 act, according to the latest estimate, to that
under the 1960 law.
It should be emphasized that in 1950 and in
subsequent amendments, Congress did not recommend a high level tax rate in the future but rather
an increasing schedule, which, of necessity, ultimately rises higher than the level-premium rate.
Nevertheless, this graded tax schedule will produce a considerable excess of income over outgo
for many years so that a sizable trust fund, although less than that under a level-premium tax
rate, will develop. This fund will be invested in
Government securities. The resulting interest income will help to bear part of the higher benefit
costs of the future.
The level-premium cost of the old-age and survivors insurance benefits (without considering
administrative expenses and the effect of interest
earnings on the existing trust fund) under the
1958 act, according to the latest intermediate-cost
estimate, was about 8.5 percent of payroll.
For
the 1960 act it. is about the same. The corresponding figures for the disability benefits are 0.35 percent for the 1958 act and 0.56 percent, for the
1960 act (table 3).
The level-premium contribution rates equivalent to the graded schedules in the 1958 and 1960
acts may be computed in the same manner as
level-premium benefit costs. They are shown for
income and disbursements after 1959 in table 1,
which also shows the net actuarial balances.
TABLE 2.-Changes
in estimated
Eeael-prru/,iutu
cost of bene,fit
payments
ns percent of tuxahle pnqroll,
by type qf chrqv,
hased
on intermedinte-cost
estimde,
1958 net ad 1960 act

1956 act-------.-..---.-..
1956act.-----..--...-.--.
1958 act ______ __-_.______.
195x act ________-_-______.
196u act ,___.. _-__________.
Disability
19jtiact-.-------....-.-..

1956
1958
1958
IBM)

set-.-.--..-..-.----.
act _______._.__._.___
act-----.-.-...-.--..
RCt-.-----.-.------..

1956
1958
1958
1960
1966

insurance

4

t
,
I
;

,

/

/

1 Percent of taxable payroll.
2 Includes
adjustments
to reflect (a) the lower contribution
rate for the selfemployed.
compared
with the combined
employer-employee
rate. (b) interest
earnings on the existing trust fund, and ic) administrative
expenses.
z A negative
Bgure indicates
the extent of lack of actuarial
balance; a positive figure indicates
more than sufficient
5nancing.
according
to the estimate.
4 The disability
insurance
program
was established
by the 1956 act; data
for earlier years we for the old-ago and survivors
insurance
Program only.
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Old-see nnd survivors
insurance
benefits:
Lack of belance f-j under 1958 act . . . . .._._._____.___._____
Increase in child survivor
benefits ._.____________...._.-.--Liberalization
of retirement
test
-_. _.___ ___________ -___
Liberalization
of fully insured status _______________.__.____
Improved
yield of trust fund investments
________..._._._._
Effectofincreased
coverage.-...---..-.-----.--------.-...Lack of balance (-) . .._____._____._________
._____._.__..._
Disability
insurance
benefits:
Surplus
c+) under 1958 act . ..___ -- ___._._._
_._.___________
Elimination
of a@-50 requirement
. . ..____ _________________
Other changes I-I_______ l____________
____________________
Lack of balance (- ) _______________________________________
1 Elimination
of second waiting
period for rccurrenc&f
yews and liberalization
of trial work period.

-I!:$
1:;;
+.02
-.24

_
_
diseblllty

-.Ol
--.06
within

5
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Under
the 1960 act, the estimated
increase
(about $10 million)
in old-age and survivors
insurance benefit disbursements
for the calendar
year 1960 is not significant, since the provisions
affecting disbursements in general become effective late in the year. There will, of course, be
virtuaIly no additional income during 1960 since
the coverage extensions are generally effective on
January 1, 1961.

The

Next

Five

Years

In 1961, old-age and survivors insurance benefit disbursements under the new law will total
about $11.7 billion-about
$250 million more than
under the previous law. Contribution income will
be about the same-$11.5 billion-as
under the
old law. Thus, the excess of benefit outgo over
cont,ribution income will be about $150 million
under the 1960 act, compared with an excess of
contribution income over benefit outgo of about
$50 million under the old law. The size of the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund will
decrease by about $150 million since the interest
receipts approximately
equal the outgo for administrative expenses and for transfe.rs to the
railroad retirement account.
In 1962, old-age and survivors insurance benefit disbursements under the 1960 act will, according to the intermediate-cost estimate, be $12.3 billion, or an increase of $300 million from disbursement.s under the 1958 law. -4t the same time, contribution income will be $11.8 billion under the
TABLE
X-Estimated
level-premium
administrative
expenses, and interest
funds under
the 1960 act us percent
of benejt,
based on intermediate-cost
interest

cost of benejit paymds,
ea.rnings on existing
trust
of taxable payr011,~ by type
estimate
at S.O%percent

IPercent]

I

Old-age and
survivors
insurance

-

I

Old-age (primary)
benefits ________ _______ ______
Wife’s benefits..----____-.____________________
Widow’s
benefits-....
____-_____________________
Parent’s
benefits- __.___._ -______ ____ __________
Child’s
benefits...
.._.___-______________
_ ______
Mother’s
benedts .._________.__________
________
Lump-sum
death payments
_________.___.___._
Total benefits _____ ________._.__
-__- _______
Administrative
expenses __________________.____
Interest
on existing trust fund” ._______ -.- . .._ ___
Net total

level-premium

cost ._____

_______ 1

1 Includes
adjustment
to reffect the lower contribution
employed,
compared
with the combined
employer+mployee
* Not payable under thts program.
8 Offsets costs of benefits and administrative
expenses.
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Disability
insurmoe

I

5.98
.58
1.25
.02
.45
.11
.12

0.44
.05

8.61
.I0
--.19

.56
.02
--.02

8.42

.07

1

.56

rate for the selfrate.

new law. ,kccordingly,
in 1962, there will be an
excess of benefit outgo over contribution
income
of fibout $500 million under the new law; under
the previous law the corresponding figure would
be $200 million. The situation will be reversed
thereafter because of the scheduled rise in the
t.ax rate, and contributions G-ill exceed benefit.
outgo by almost $1.0 billion in 1963 and about
$1.2 billion in 1964.
Under the 1960 act, according to this estimate,
the old-age and survivors insurance trust fund
will decline from $20.2 billion at the end of 1960
to $20.0 billion at the end of 1961 and to $19.5
billion at the end of 1962. At the end of 1963,
however, it is estimated that it will rise to $20.6
billion.
Disability insurance benefit disbursements for
l!XO will be increased by about $20 million under
the new law’, since the elimination of the age limitation will be effective for benefits for November
TABLE
&-Progress
of the old-age mbd suroivors in.surance
fund under the 1960 a.ct, high-emplo!ymer~t
assumptions,
on intermediate-cost
estima,te at 3.0%percefbt
interest

trust
hosed

[In millions1

Calendar

yew

Contri.
butions

Benefit
paymerits

Actual data:
1951-_ ______. ___.___ __ $3,365
1952 .-....__ _._______._
3.819
1953 .-._.. __ __ _____ __. _ 3,945
1954 ________.__________
5,163
1955 ..__.__________
____
5,713
1956 -_.______________
-_ 6,172
1957.. .__._ - ____._.____
6,825
1958 .___.______________
7,566
1959.. _....__._._._.___
8,052

$1,885
2,194
3,006
3,670
4,968
5,715
7,347
8,327
Y,842

Estimated
data (shortj
range estimate):
1960 ._._...__.___
_.___
1961...- ____ -.- . . .._.__
1962 ._.....__..
-_-- .___
1963 .-__.--__--__
- _--__
1964 .__...-________.--1965 .___..___-____
__-.

10,726
11,658
12,326
12,913
13,424
13,880

Estimated
data (longrange estimate):
1970 __.._____________
-_
1975 __________________.
1980~.~~~-~-~~~_....~~~
aal -_____-__________-2020 ___________________

20,006
21,673
23.327
31,477
38,291

16,132
19,044
22.092
30,704
42,127

Administrative
PY-

$81
88
88
92
119
132
5 162
6194
5 184

zi:t-

;B

Meres1

“F8yf$d
interhange 2

3
I’

11;; I zt
414
468
461
._____

-5121
-2i5

2:
549
525

18170;
20,576
21,663
22,619
22,393
21,864
20,141

-Xl8
-270
-250
-270
-265
-250

%
270
356
456

-160

-91
8;
86

1,289
1,846
2,377
4,101
7,779

41,2iO
63,395
81,581
140,161
163.268

1 Includes
reimbursement
for additional
cost of noncontributory
credit for
militfxv
cmvipP.__.
- ____-. I ‘,-.
* A positive
figure indicates
payment
to the trust fund fmm the railroad
retirement
account,
and a negative
figure indicates
the reverse.
Interest
&x;rnst
adjustments
between the two systems are included
in the “interest”

* An interest rate of 3.02 parcent is used in determining
the level-premium
costs, but in developing
the progress of the trust fund a varying
rate in the
early years has been used, equivalent
to such Exed rate.
4 Excludes
amounts
in the railroad
retirement
account
creditable
to the
old-age and survivors
insursnce
trust fund-977
million
for 1953. $284 miffion
for 1954, $163 million
for 1955. and $60 million
for 1956.
6 Figures for 1957 and 1958 are artificially
high and for 1959 too low heoause
of the method of reimbursements
between this trust fund and the disability
insurance
trust fund.
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(payable at the beginning of December).
There
\I-ill be virtually
no additional
contribution
income to the trust fund during the year. In 1961,
benefit disbursements
under the new law will
tot.al about $800 million, or $200 million more
than the amount under the previous law. Nevertheless, under the 1960 act, contribution
income
in 1961 will exceed benefit outgo by about, $240
million.
In 1962 and the years immediately
following, contribubion
income will also be well in
excess of benefit outgo.

The

Long-Ronge

Future

Table 4 gives the estimated operation of the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund for
the long-range future, based on the intermediatecost, estima,te. It will be recognized t.hat the figures for the next two or three decades are the
most reliable (under t,he assumption of levelearnings trends in the future) since most of the
populations concerned--covered workers and beneficiaries-are already born. As the estimates proceed furt,her into the future, there is more uncertainty-if
for no reason other than the relat,ive
difficulty in predicting future birth trends-but
it is desirable and necessary to consider these
long-range possibilities under a social insurance
L-Progress

TABLE

the

1860

wriinte-cost

oj the disability

insurance

act, high-employment
assumptions,
estimate nt J.OGpercent
irhterest
[In millions]

-

Calendar year

Cont.ri- 1Benefit
PYhucions 1 mcnts
I-

Actual data:
l?Fi _____ ___..____ __._-_ 1
1958--------.-.---.---.--1959----.--....-------.--Estimated
data (shoi-&
range estimate):
19(io_______________--- ._._
1961---------..-------...1962.____ -_- __.____ ____._
1963_____-_- __-______ .___
1964_____ ____.______ .___
1965.---------.-.--------Estimated data (long-range
estimate):
1970____ __________-_- .___
1975-.------------.------1~0~.~..~~~.~~.~....~.~~.
mlo..~.~~~.
____. -.- _._.
2024.. .________ -_.-_- ____

$702
!I64

891
1,012
1.040
1 .ofifi
1,092
1,126 1
1.154 !
:
l,li7
; 2i.5
1’37”I
1:a52
2,252

trust

,fmti

based

-ii1
/c
-

-

Idmin. - I nteres1 t
strati7 e
vpeuae s fu% 2
-~-

$7
PF

570
802

53
65
76

1,229
1,401
1,550
2,048 (
2,701 i

ii
103

I

TABLE
insurance
assumptions,

--

$57
249
457

Et
978
1,029

mder

on inter-

$649
1,379
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6.-Estimated
trust

jumd
based on

progress
oj tile old-aye
and survivors
under
the 1860
act,
high-emp1oymen.t
ibw-cost
and high-cost
estimntes
[In millions]

-

l&25

z
lb7

2,276
2,527
2,754
2,957
3,148
3,323

111
95
75
3)
!‘)

3,354
3.108
2,433
(4)
(‘1

1 Includes reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory
credit for
military service and transfers to or from the railroad retirement account under
the fmancial interchange provisions of the Railroad Retirement Act.
2 An interest rate of 3.02 percent is used in determining the level-premium
costs. but in developing the progress of the trust fund a Varying rate in the
early Yeats has been used, equivalent to such fixed rate.
a Figures for 1957 and 1958 are artificially low and for 1959 too high because
of the method ofreimbursements
between this trust fund and the old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund.
’ Fund exhausted in 1993.
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program that is intended to operate in perpetuity.
In every year after 1962 for the next 20
years, contribution income under the 1960 act is
estimated to exceed old-age and survivors insurance benefit disbursements. Even aft.er the benefit-outgo curve rises ahead of the contributionincome curve, the trust fund mill continue to
increase because of the effect of interest earnings
(which more than meet the administrative expense disbursement,s a,nd a.ny financial interchange.s with the railroad retirement program).
As a result, t.his trust fund is estimated to grow
steadily, reaching $41 billion in 1970, $82 billion
in 1980, and more than $140 billion at the end of
this century. The trust fund is estimated to reach
a maximum of about. $275 billion in the year 2025
and then begin to decline. The fund, acc.ording
to this estimate, will not become exhausted until
about a century hence.
The disability insurance trust fund, under the
19GOact, w?ll grow steadily for about the next 10
years and t.hen decrease slowly, according to the
inbermediate-cost. estimate (table 5). In 1970, it
is estimated at $3.4 billion and in 1980 at $2.4
billion. There will be an excess of contribution
income over benefit disbursements for every year
up to about 1966, and even thereafter the trust
fund will cont.inue to grow because of its interest
earnings. This fund will decline after 19’70,
which is t.o be expected since the level-premium
cost of the disability benefits, according to the
intermediate-cost estimate, is slightly higher than
the level-premium income-O.50 percent of pay-

Administratiw
esrwnses
.$2:
250
332
266
280
290
379

Railroad
retirement
EnanCM
interc:hange

-!I:
1::
-22x3
-141
-39
46

I

-Sg22
2:841
7,521
1.1.57
1,600
1.913
660

36,974
64,617

1 Includes reimbursement for additional cost of noncontributory
credit for
military service.
1 A positive Ugure indicates payments to the trust fund from the milroad
retirement account. and a negative figwe indicates the reverse.
8 Fund exhausted In 2995.
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As the experience develops, it. will be necessary to study it carefully
to determine if the
actuarial cost, factors used are approprkte
or if
the financing basis needs to be modified.
The use
of slightly
less conservative
cost factors
would
result, in the cost estimates for the disability
insurance system probably showing complete actuarial balance, with a trust fund that would grow
ste:~lily and level off rather than declining.
IYJk

RESULTS OF COST ESTIMATES
ON RANGE BASIS
Table 6 and table ‘i show the estimated operation of the two trust funds for the low- and highcost estimates. Under the low-cost, estimate, the
old-age and survivors insurance trust fund will
build up rapidly, reaching about $260 billion in
the year 2000, when it will be growing at a rate
of about $14 billion a year. Likewise, the disability insurance trust fund will grow steadily
under the low-cost estimate, reaching about $10
billion in 1980 and $26 billion in the year 2000,
when its annual rate of growth will be about $1
billion.
For both trust funds, under these estimates, benefit disbursement after 1962 will not
exceed contribution income in any year in the
foreseeable future.
Under the high-cost estimate the old-age and
survivors insurance trust fund will build up to a
maximum of about $65 billion in about 25 years
but decrease thereafter
until it is exhausted
shortly after the year 2000. TJnder this estimate,
benefit disbursements will be less than contribution income during all years after 1962 and before
1980.
TABLE

fund

7.-Estimated
progress
of the disability
insurunce
under the 1960 act, high-emp1oyymen.t
nssunaptio?as,
and high-cost estimates

trust
based

on low-cost

[In millions]

Calond5r

-

year

---

Low-cost
estimate:
1970 ________-____-._______
1975 ________.___._________
1980 -----__-_----._
______
2cm ---___._-_._.___- ____
High-cost
estimate:
1970--------.-.-..-_-----1975---..--....._._------1980 ______________________
2000 ---__-___
_ -_--________

-

I

I
! Contri
but1ons
I

/----

-I

Beneflt
1 g;&

_.

&-_

$1,180
1,287
1.4nl
2.004

$934
1,049
1,160
1,573

1,174
1,263
1,343
1,699

1,525
1,752
1,943
2,522

82

1 Includes
reimbursement
for additional
cost of noncontributory
military
service and transfers
to or from the railroad
retirement
the flnanelsl
interchange
provisions
of the Railroad
Retirement
2 Fund exhausted
In 1973.
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(2)
(9
credit for
accotmt
under
Act.

8.-Estinxrtnd
and disability
inwrm
the 1960 act

TABLE

cost of belaejita of tire old-age, survivors,
tr ce p~og~acsmn.QS p~r~~r~ of payroll,*
un&r
{Perceutl

/
Low-cost
estimRte

Old-ziefi;td

survivors

Iutermediote-c,st esti1 mate t

1 High-cost
1 estimate

insurance

197O.e-...-:
_________ _ _____ __ _ _____ _
1980... ______.________
_ _____ ..: ______
lQQO.-... ____ _ _______________________
2ooo. - - - _. - - - - - _ - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - __ _ - _ - _
202.5 .~~~__~~--_~-~---~-~~~~~--~~--~
__
2050 ____ _.___- ___---_-_---_---___---~
Level-premium
cost a _______________
Disability
iusuranoe
beuef3ts:
1970 ___._ ____________________________
j
1880. __-__----____ __________________,
1990 ________ _- _ ________-_________-_-2nm.....~.
__________________________
2025. __ ___ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ - _
2050.. --__ _ ---_------_--------_-----Level-premium
cost :- ______________

I

6.69
7.55
7.73
6.94
7.81
t%

0.40
.41
.39
.39
.45
.49
.42

6.85

7.02
8.57
9.78
9.89
13.01
14.85
9.66

8.05
8.71
8.29
9.97
11.81
9.42

0.65

0.52
.56
.M
.55

::T
.74

I

:“st
.73

I

:z
.56

1 Takes into account
the lower contribution
rate for the self-employed,
compared
with the combined
employer-employee
rate.
* Based on the werage
of the dollar costa under the low-cost
and high-cost
esttmstes.
I L~el-pmnium
contribution
rate. at B.O%percent
h&rest.
for benefits
after 1859, taking
into account
(a) interest
on the trust fund as of Dec. 31,
1959, (b) future administrative
expenses,
and Cc) the lower coutrlbutlou
rot%
payable
by the self-employed.

In the early years of operation of the disability
insurance trust fund, under the high-cost est,imate, contribution income will be about the same
as benefit outgo. Accordingly, the fund, as shown
by this estimate, n-ill be about $2.5 billion during
1961-64 and will t,hen slowly decrease until it is
exhausted in 1973.
These results are consistent, and reasonable,
since the system on an intermediate-cost-estimate
basis is intended to be approximately
self-supporting. Accordingly, a low-cost estimate should
show that the system is more than self-support ing, but a high-cost estimate should show that a
deficiency (on a cash-income versus cash-outgo
basis) would develop in lat,er years. In actual
practice, under the philosophy set forth in the
congressional committee reports on the 1950 and
subsequent acts, the t,ax schedule would be adjusted in future years so that none of the developments described above would happen.
Thus, if experience followed the low-cost estimate, ancl if Ihe benefit provisions were not
changed, the contribution rates wouId probabIy
he adjusted downward-or
perhaps would not be
increased in future years according to schedule.
If, however, the experience followed the high-cost
estimate, the contribution rates would have to be
raised above those scheduled. At any rate, the
high-cost estimate indicates that, under the t,as
schedule adopted, there will be ample funds to
(Continued on page 61)
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TABIS Q.-Pub&

assistance in the United &a&s, by month,July 1969-July 1960 1
[Except

for general

assi&bnes,
Aid

Total

1

Includes

vendor

to dependent
Children

Old-age
asistanm

payments

for medlcal

Aid to
the blind

kently
and
f$EY

Families
8

cases recelvfng

only

wch

Children

Total

abled
1

!

Number

paymantil

I

Recipients
Total

cam and

of recipients

Percentage

I

change

from

I

previous

,

month

1959
July....-.._----.---_-_-August.
____ _ __ __ ________
Bptcmber~..
____________
October _____ ____________
November-..
____ __._____
December._______ --__-

%%
2:404:265
2,401,104
i&397,937
2,393,99n

772,222
771,156
771,931
771,432
773,091
779,150

2.911,086/
2,910,596,
2,917.419
2,918,520
2.926,331
2,953,234

2,233,672
2,235,272
2.241.727
2,244.305
2,251,394
2,273,X0

109,443
109,325
109,291
109,142
109,094
109,062

341,365
342,61fi
344,477
346,832
343,206
350,333

781,354
735.212
792,773
796,340
796,782
794,435
789,323

2.964,725
2,980,9&t
3,012,690
3.027,918
3.031.185
3,023,410
3.006,344

2.281.892
2.294.899
2,819,749
2.332.109
2,335.339
2,330,202
2,317,776

:z%

y&g;

z%
“4;;:g
413:om
399,oo

_______
___- ___
_ _. - - _ _
._--.--_
.___.-__

._. _. _ _

-0.6
(‘I

-0.2
-.2
-.2
-.l
-.l

(‘I

+0.6

-4.6

+.2

(9

$2

Eli

(67”
Cl

:::

+.Q

$2:
-3.3

(9
+.3

- 2

-0.1

-l-.6

1960
Jammry --_ _February
____
March__ ___
April -__-__-May ____ ____
June _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
July.- __ __ __.

__ -_- --__-_ _
____________
____ _______ _
____________
__ __________
____________
____ _______ _

;&g.;;
2:372:645
2.365.399
2.361.324
2,358.600
2,354.QQZ

Amount
1959

1
July _________ $299,870,0001$155,
August ______ 300,715,000
September-304,703,OOO
October-.
___ 307.947,OOO
November-308.626,OOO
December..
_ 309,918,ooO

413,001
423,001
436.00
410.00
384.M)
367,001
354,oo

356:121
358,286

:$E
107:812
107,979
107,879

E%2
364:583

of assistance

1

84 187 394
X5:6&459

159,082,935
159.281.445
X0,458.176
161.104.963
160,536,798
160,149,370
160,670,645

86,096,235
86,623,543
88,143,701
88,484,163
88.319,223
87,980,819
87,637.176

-.3
--.4

.-__--__

- . ii

._-----.____-__
._--_--_

-.

- .
-. : ,
-.2

Percentage
I

561.621
155,474,907
155,909,481
157,581,943
157,126,976
157,667,820:

.-----__
.-----__
._- -----

,
$7,563,706
7,554,696
7,541.305
7,535,895
7,547,728
7,775,486

2::

-2

+.1

(@:.4

-.3
-.6

-.l

fl’l
+:s

change

::4

-6.2

from

previous

month

I
$21,586,736/
21.686.592
21,945.382
22.237,528
22.265,642
22,644.994

$24,659,00
25,706,OM
27,341.OO
23,587,OO
28,725,001
27,764,OO

-3.2

E:i
+:a
-3.3

1960 I
January
_____
February
____
AMarch-..-.e.
April ________
May _________
Jane ________
July..--e-e

312.155,OoO
314,328,oOO
319,360,OOO
318,017,OOO
315.113,OoO
312,839,OOO
312.066,OQO

22.680.221
22,826.994
23,265,605
23.482.701
23,591,593
23,!350,779
24,138,836

f1.6
gg”
-7:3
-8.3
-4.2
-4.7

J For definition
of terms see the Bulkfin.
October
1957. p. 18. All data
subject to revision.
s Total exceeds sum of columns
because of inclusion
of vendor
payments
for medical
care Irom general assistance
funds and from special medical
funds;
data Cm such expenditures
partly
estimated
for some States.
1 Includes
as recipfents
the children
and 1 parent or other adult relative
in

families
ln which the requirements
of at least
determkdng
the amount
of assfstance.
* Excludes
Idaho;
data not available.
6 Decrease
of less than 0.05 pwxnt.
6 Increase
of less than 0.05 percent.

OASDI FINANCING
(Continued from page 36)
meet benefit disbursements for several decade.s,
e,ven under relatively high-cost experience.
Table 8 shows the estimated costs of the old-age
and survivors insurance benefits and of the dissbility insurance benefits under the 1960 act as a
percentage of payroll for selected years through
2050 and the level-premium cost of the two programs for t,he low-, high-, and intermediate-cost
estimates.

mated benefit cost that is closely in balance with
contribution income.
The separak old-age and survivors insuranc.e
system as modified by the 1960 act is about as
close to actuarial balance, according to the intermediate-cost estimate, a.s it was under the 1958
act according to the lat.est cost estimates. As
modified by the 1960 amendme.nts, and also as
modified by earlier amendments, it has been
shown to be not fully self-supporting under the
intermediate-cost estimate. It is, however, close
to an exact balance, especially since a range of
variation is necessarily present in the long-range
actuarial cost estimates and rounded tax rates are
used in actual pract,ice. Accordingly, the old-age
and survivors insurance program, under the 1960

SUMMARY
The old-age, survivors, and disability insurance
program, as modified by the 1960 act, has an estiBULLETIN,

NOVEMBER

1960

1 such adult

were considered

In

51

TABLE lo.-Amount oj vendorpayments for medicalcurefor recipients

of public
I

state

assistance,

by program

-

Aid to
dependent
children

Old-age
assistance

_Total. ________._______________________________----------------------------------Alabama.
________________________________________----------------------------------Alaska.--------.-------------------------------------------------------------------Arkansas ________________________________________-----------------------------------California
________________________________________----------------------------------Colorado-.--------.----------------------------------------------------------------Connecticut------------------------------------------------------------------------Delaware.
..______________________________________----------------------------------District
of Columbia
________________________________________-----------------------Florida ________________________________________-------------------------------------Hawaii ________________________________________-------------------------------------Idaho------.--.--------------------------------------------------------------------IUinois-.---.--.--------------------------------------------------------------------Indiann----------------------------------------------------------------------------Iowa.-.----.-.---------------------------------------------------------------------Ransss---.----.--------------------------------------------------------------------Louisiana________________________________________---------------------------------Maine--_-.--....__-----------------------------------------------------------------Maryland.
..______________________________________----------------------------------Massachusetts.-----.----------------------------------------------------------------i
Michigan ________________________________________-----------------------------------Minnesota
________________________________________----------------------------------Missouri ________________________________________------------------------------------Montana--------.------------------------------------------------------------------Nebraska.
________________________________________.---------------------------------Nevada-.
_ ________________________________________---------------------------------New Hampshire
_____________________
_________________________________________------New Jerscy-.-----------------------------------------------------------------------New Mexico ________________________________________--------------------------------New York..----.--.-.-------------------.------------------------------------------North Carolina.---.-.--------------------------------------------------------------North Dakota.-----------.---------------------------------------------------------Ohio--.----------..----------------------------------------------------------------Oklahoma
________________________________________-.--------------------------------Oregon---------------.-----.-.-.-----.--------------------------------------.-----.Pennsylvania---.--..---------------------------------------------------------------Rhode Island ________________________________________-------------------------------South Carolina ________________________________________-----------------------------South Dakota.----..---------------------------------------------------------------Tennessee ________________________________________----------------------------------Utah _____---_-_____----_-----------~---------~-------~---------~--------~------~--~Verrnont-..------------------------------------------------------------------------Virgin Islands ________________________________________-------------------VirRinia-.-.---.--------------------------------------------------------------------Washington
________________________________________---------------------------------west Virginia...
-__---------------______________________----------------------------Wisconsin.
____________________-----------------------------------------------------Wyoming __________--________--------------------------------------------------------

t24.827,094

and State,

-

Aid to the
Ixrmanentl!
and totally
disabled

Aid to
the blind

.$5,293,992

.$668,817

t4,266,949

..7x7
3
1,&6
_______._.___
__-- ______- - _..____- - - - -. .
322,943
1,8i3,699
982,986
331.093
_____________
24,577
433,488
10,816
64,463
2,492,046
531,331
245.724
334,161
252,728
152,191
50,420
3,417.163
676.989
1,707.079
56,283
_______.._.._
374,126
15,438
81,429
653,439
93,072
2,855.798
71,455
2;5,670
1,040,604
1,069,404
610,758
192,093
101,610

25,3!
23,460

--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.
576,904

152.881
67,845
x"8:

28'500
78:701
207,813
210.848
196,456
9,185
8,497

__
-.,_____

17,342
-.-___

63,386
1,186,056

'494
587
66,440
32,191
9,002
6,842
4,211
2.625
1,418
3,570
15,205
34,739

1,110
3,626

6,414
64,377
3;y;y

1,668
120,653
11,187
1,180
23,968
22,332
6,551
5yg

11,775

1,403

;p;
'640

_..____ _.____
10.911
71,415
8,487
5,035
427,915

2t7,989,000

X~~
(L) *

- -___-----__----____________
______________
__
-___-_________
'596,450
'292,600

53,3R4
51,740
21,460
5,906

_..--_-____-..
38,819

8

_-

100

629,291
97.192
12.108
8,585

9’

_443,511

_.

_.
_..____- is.aii

?

____--_--_--_-

9,562

127,845
2,319
5,679
631
-.‘-~.~.-ic-iis.

1960 1

-

'23 834
136:947
18.977
1,172.943
39,892
52,374
118,296
112,248
151.642
1;3”+,”

‘261,906
58.138
4,018
57,366

_-____._______

147,416

22%

3:230
4203,202
'26,855
'137,576
(?83 252
9:355

239,741
'227.877
’ 19,538
‘1,528,814
‘“lo0 251
821993
'46,284

11,909
9,182
. _..---____---'116,501
13,806 _..---- -------'200
49,416
11,645
212
7.122 _._ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _
%E
_..---______76E
108
__ _________
'280
130
189
121.916 -.,______ -_-_.
5,559
34,983
‘13,356
1.379,848
17X.217
16,195
65,077
1;"9.;;;
95,784
98,763
2,634
'7,804
219:36fi
203,850
1.603.776
181.166
32,:;;
29 ) 957
5,878
4,698
37,426
1 For the special types of public assistance
Egures in italics represent
payreporting
these data semiannually
but not on a monthly
basis.
merits made without
Federal partioipation.
For State programs
not shown,
1 No program for aid to the permanently
and totally
disabled.
no vendor payments
were made during the month or such payments
were not
4 Includes
payments
made in behalf of recipients
of the special types of
reported.
public assistance.
a Includes
an estimated
amount
for States making
vendor
payments
for
6 Data not available.
medical care from general assistance
funds and from special medical funds and

act, is actuarially sound. The cost of the liberalized benefits is for all practical purposes met by
the financing provided.
The disability insurance trust fund shows a
small lack of actuarial balance under the 1960 act
because the cont,ribution rate allocated to this

59

29,757
____________.
59,964

- __

18,306
1,012.446
40,570
177,912

July

__.- - - _ _ __ __ - - - _-.----‘i-iss
30,689

fund is slightly less than the cost for the disability benefits, based on the intermediate-cost estimate. In view of the variability of cost estimates
for disability benefits and certain elements of conservntism believed to be present in these estimates,
the smnll actuarial deficit is not significant.
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